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Introduction  
Over the last twenty years, several studies have 
been published calling for a questioning of the 
“commonplace assumptions […] that Spain and 

Latin America lacked an Enlightenment; that the Enlightenment arrived late 
and was short-lived; or that it was merely imitative” (Lewis, Bolufer Peruga 
and Jaffe XVI)1. They show an openness to a more fluid conception of 
Enlightenment, as well as to the consideration of geographical areas outside 
of northern Europe, perceived as backwords by the elites of the time and 
the historiographic doxa prevailing until the end of the last century. 
Inevitably, much remains to be done, particularly with regards to those 
American provinces of the Spanish monarchy outside of the two vice-
kingdoms of New Spain (Mexico) and Peru. Insufficient attention seems 
also to have been paid to the existence of enlightened dialogues between 
peripheries, as well as between intellectual elites in the Spanish world and 
their North American counterparts. Towards that end, systematic 
consideration of “instruments of broad dissemination” such as the 
periodical press and translations may continue to provide invaluable entry 
points to tackle these issues (Bolufer Peruga 12, 13; Poupeney Hart, “El 
Correo mercantil”). 

With these preoccupations in mind, while rummaging through indexes 
of scholarly journals, I fell upon an article written by María de los Ángeles 
Toda Iglesia for Cuadernos de Ilustración y Romanticismo, “Observaciones sobre 
los salvajes de Norteamérica (1783), por Benjamin Franklin” (2004). In 
addition to enjoying the humour, narrative skill and cultural relativism of 
the piece discussed and translated in the article, I immediately recognized it 
as the source of “Hospitalidad de los Indios Mohawks”, an anonymous 
publication inserted in the fifth volume of the Gaceta de Guatemala (1801). 
Investigating deeper into the subject, I was soon able to appreciate how 
famous the text had been since its publication in France at the beginning of 

 
1 The introduction to The Routledge Companion to the Hispanic Enlightenment (2020), 
from which this quotation is taken, and the first chapter, written by M. Bolufer 
Peruga, offer a useful, if not exhaustive, overview of the scholarship.  
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1784. This realization prompted me to ponder a few questions which will 
be the guiding lines of the present article, even though certain queries will 
certainly remain unanswered.  

Why was a significant fragment of Franklin’s text included in the 
Central American newspaper? Why was not its prestigious author being 
mentioned? How were his figure and his writings perceived in the Spanish-
speaking world, and more particularly in the periodical press which, at the 
time, already played a crucial role in informing the public? How did this 
document get into the hands of the Gaceta’s editors or one of their close 
collaborators? Who translated it? Why would an indigenous community 
from the north of the continent be chosen as the subject of an article, when 
the description of the mores of local first nations (even unsubjugated ones) 
did not seem to warrant much interest? How does the Gaceta’s translation 
compare with other contemporary versions and what is to be learned from 
the comparison? And, finally, what does this brief inquiry teach us about 
communication between the intellectual and political centers of the Western 
world and their peripheries, notably the Kingdom of Guatemala, as this 
province of the Spanish Monarchy was then usually called?2 

Remarks concerning the Savages:  The Text and its Context 
Remarks concerning the Savages of North America,3 from which the Gaceta 

extracted the final paragraphs, is a short piece: eight pages in its original 
edition which was printed on Franklin’s own press at his residence in the 
Village de Passy, a (still) exclusive neighbourhood in what was at the time 
the outskirts of Paris. During the eight and a half years that Franklin spent 
in France, he acted as the young American republic’s representative at the 
French court while notably enjoying the capital’s dynamic vie de salon as 
much as his physical ailments allowed him. The friendly and stimulating 
dialogues that the philosopher, inventor, journalist, and diplomat 
entertained in this context, as well as the questions he was asked regarding 
his country, encouraged him to publish in both English and French a 
certain number of short texts known as the Bagatelles from Passy (Lopez).4  
Being conceived as separate pamphlets or tracts, the leaflets do not follow 
any pattern regarding style, topics or numeration and, “because most of 
them were intended as playful interludes, they probably were not printed in 
many copies” (67). Transporting the readers to other geographical settings, 

 
2 Administratively known as a General Captaincy and an Audiencia (Tribunal), 
independent from the vice-royalty of New Spain, the “Reino de Guatemala” 
encompassed the present-day state of Chiapas as well as Guatemala, Honduras, 
Nicaragua and Costa Rica. 
 
3 Further on quoted as Remarks…  
 
4 Quotations will be taken from the 1967 facsimile edition of the Bagatelles. 
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two of these pieces “were meant to give the general public a better idea of 
the reality of American life” (69),  albeit an idealized one, fit for the 
sensitivity of a Parisian salon.5 While Remarks… exposes the reader to the 
pacific (although not devoid of tension) coexistence of indigenous and 
European communities, the other “didactic” piece, Information to Those Who 
Would Remove to America, swiftly obliterates the millenary presence of 
aboriginal people and their relationship to the land by offering the 
appealing picture of “vast forests still void of inhabitants” and “hundred 
Acres of fertile Soil […] near the Frontiers” awaiting to be farmed (Franklin 
1967: 135). 

Remarks… centers on the contrasting experience of civility in frontier 
situations.6 In addition to entertaining its audience, it seemingly purports to 
bring attention to “the parochialism and hypocrisy of every nation’s view of 
itself and others” (Cohn ed.), and in particular to the narrow-mindeness of 
the Western perception of non-European cultures. It begins in fact with a 
brief invitation to the reader to maintain an open mind regarding 
intercultural exchanges in public settings:  

 
Savages we call them, because their manners differ from ours, which we 
think the Perfection of Civility; they think the same of theirs. 
 
Perhaps if we could examine the manners of different Nations with 
Impartiality, we should find no People so rude as to be without Rules of 
Politeness; nor any so polite as not to have some remains of Rudeness. 
(Franklin 1967: 173) 

 
The word “savage”, associated since the early Euro-American contact 

with the first nations of the supposedly new continent, is thus immediately 
put into question. Characterized as an “injurieuse dénomination” (offensive 
name) by a contemporary writer,7 whose unease with the term may have 
been shared by Franklin’s sophisticated French circle, its mention in the 
title sounds deliberately provocative. It appears in only one other instance 
later in the text, as a paradox drawing a stark contrast between “the 

 
5 Pieces printed in French as “Remarques sur la politesse des sauvages de 
l'Amérique septentrionale” (Franklin 1967: 159-172) and “Avis à ceux qui 
voudraient s’en aller en Amérique” (111-123). The first piece (at least) was 
translated by the duc de la Rochefoucauld (Cohn ed.). 
 
6 Or, in M. L. Pratt’s famous expression, “contact zones”, as “social spaces where 
cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly 
asymmetrical relations of power” (34). 
 
7 The Parisian lawyer J.B. Billococq, translator of J. Long’s Voyages chez différentes 
nations sauvages de l’Amérique septentrionale (V). 
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Politeness of these Savages in Conversation” and “the Conduct of a polite 
British House of Commons, where scarce a Day passes without some 
Confusion that makes the Speaker hoarse in calling to order” (175).  

Having contextualized in the preamble his use of the word, Franklin 
was then extremely careful in selecting the vocabulary associated with the 
evocation of the North American indigenous culture. Intending obviously 
to provide it with a certain degree of dignity, he began his presentation in 
general terms about “the Indian men” and “the Indian women” with 
references to their “government”, “counsel”, “sages”, “memory of public 
transactions” (173), which categories connote a high degree of civic 
organization. He highlighted also their fondness for speeches, introducing 
this as the result of a deliberate intellectual pursuit (“they generally study 
oratory”) (173) and thus establishing a strong analogy with rhetorics, one of 
the core areas of study and verbal public exchanges in the European culture 
of the time. He introduced finally his angle of interrogation on otherness, 
through the categories of “civility”, and more precisely, “rules of 
politeness”, the etymology of the chosen terms –the Latin “civis” and the 
Greek “polis”– recalling in both cases the long Western tradition of self-
representation of superiority and legitimacy in its interactions with other 
peoples which Remarks… playfully calls into question. 

Returning to the successful technique of de-familiarization of practices 
seen from a foreign point of view, the essay is built on the alternance of 
commentary and narration of anecdotes which illustrate the stage of 
“civility” of the so-called “savages”, in this case members of the Six 
Nations. The third and final anecdote, translated in the Gaceta, revolves 
around hospitality, a cultural trait highly regarded among indigenous 
communities, and to the understanding of which the testimony of Conrad 
Weiser makes a crucial contribution. The German-born linguistic and 
cultural interpreter, whom the narrator introduces as “our interpreter”, 
reminisces about an encounter with another historical figure, the Onondaga 
spokesman for the Iroquois League Canasatego. The setting is informal: the 
“habitation” of Canassetego, where Weiser’s “old acquaintance” invites him 
for refreshments and, in turn, recalls an experience in Albany when he tried 
to get a good price for beaver skins from “white” merchants. As he ended 
up being once again “cheated”, the text denounces the undeserved sense of 
entitlement among Europeans and exposes the reader to both the 
innocence and the astuteness of the “Indian” mind.   

Franklin got to know some native ways of thought and public 
expression through his work as a printer of the treaties signed between 
various first nations and European colonists ([Franklin], Indian Treaties, 
Aldridge 405; Egloff 21). He participated himself in one of the peace 
conferences in 1753 as commissioner for the province of Pennsylvania, but, 
nonetheless, his “limited contact with the Iroquois” (Egloff 9) and the 
Parisian context of his writing may explain why the scene as well as the 
“Indian” character commented upon are reminiscent of literary, exotic, 
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constructions. Meanwhile, the readers of the Gaceta were by contrast 
exposed to indigenous culture, albeit in various degrees of proximity: on 
one end of the spectrum, there were towns and villages within close vicinity 
of the capital (not to say the capital itself), where native customs were still 
very much observed, native languages still spoken and ancient rituals quite 
visible. On the other end, those readers could not ignore echoes from 
liminal regions where “indios gentiles”, “bárbaros”, “salvajes”, roamed the 
forests, as José Antonio de Goicoechea, an essential collaborator of the 
Gaceta, put it in the diary of his mission in the mountains of present-day 
Honduras (1805-1807) (303, 304).  

The ancient history of New Spain enjoyed a notable attention from the 
editors of the Gaceta, thanks to the translation of chapters from Francisco 
Javier Clavijero’s Storia antica del Messico (Poupeney Hart and Navarro). It 
may then come as a surprise that very little interest was shown towards the 
local indigenous (Maya) culture of the past, in spite of the recent 
explorations in Chiapas which suggested that Palenque may have been the 
capital of a great power (Pedro Robles 891). And even if the integration of 
present day “Indians” in local economic activity and the convenience of a 
rapid acculturation process were the object of intense debates in the paper, 
no particular consideration  (either descriptive or narrative) was given to 
their specific ways of life and interactions: they formed no doubt part of an 
all-too-familiar reality.8 By contrast, the Gaceta followed the fashion of the 
great European newspapers of the time by publishing “ethnographical” 
accounts from overseas expeditions which in many ways anticipated 
modern scientific monographs. It thus dedicated a great number of issues 
to “Noticias de Nutka” (and the Nuu-chah-nulth nation on the Western 
coast of Vancouver island), by the Mexican naturalist José Mariano 
Mociño.  

 
Franklin’s  Trail 

There cannot be much debate that, to “his contemporaries in [Anglo] 
America and in Europe, Franklin was the greatest scientist of his era and 
one of its foremost philosophers, as well as being an extraordinarily clever 
and successful diplomat” (Allen 133). More specifically, in peninsular Spain 
and its overseas provinces, his name, in close association with practical 
science (the invention of the lightning rod in particular), was certainly well 
known. However, the political aspect of his action and his legacy, namely 
his participation in a colonial fight for independence, was not frequently 

 
8 A notable exception to this absence of descriptions may be found incidentally in 
the same volume as “Hospitalidad” under the pen of José Rossi y Rubí (co-founder 
of the Mercurio Peruano, and close friend and collaborator of the editors). It comes at 
the end of a series of articles in which he calls for a collective acknowledgement of 
the work and the dignity of the indigenous population.   
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acknowledged. Nor was the important body of his writings, which as a 
printer and a journalist he was particularly apt and keen to disseminate, 
made available for public consumption.  

A comparison between two national library catalogues provides some 
measure of the circulation of Franklin’s work among French and Spanish 
readers around the time pertinent to this research, 1784-1801. While for the 
years up to the last date, the Bibliothèque Nationale de France registers 49 
different titles attributed to him as an author –among them seventeen 
translations in French, one in Italian and one in German–, the Biblioteca 
Nacional de España (BNE)’s catalogue does not mention any edition under 
his name prior to 1814. A Vida del Dr. Benjamín Franklin sacada de documentos 
auténticos, indexed in the BNE under Pedro Garcés de Marcilla, was indeed 
published in Madrid in 1798 and was still advertised in 1801 in the Gaceta de 
Madrid (“Suplemento”, July 21). In its prologue, the Valencian translator 
and editor made clear that no other Spanish version of Franklin’s books 
had been published before his (XII). This fact doesn’t mean that Franklin’s 
writings didn’t circulate in the Peninsula. However, since “[b]efore 1788 the 
person who could read in English was as rarity in Spain” (Herr 77), access 
to his works was certainly very limited to French versions, and to a portion 
of the elite.  

As a more available alternative to books, the Spanish periodical press 
initially failed, on the other hand, to allow a wider audience for more than a 
glimpse into Franklin’s wide scope of interests and the variety of his 
discursive talents. Even as his name was frequently quoted among the most 
renowned thinkers and scientists, the vast majority of quotes of his work 
related only to his contributions to technology (Herr 45-46). Espíritu de los 
mejores diarios (1787-1791), in particular, “[b]y far the most popular of the 
privately published periodicals” (195), avoided any insinuation about the 
role of the famous statesman in the “turbulencias” that agitated English 
America (Espíritu 1787, 5, 32), even as, earlier in the publication, it 
celebrated the “momento en que la parte septentrional del nuevo mundo 
sacudió el yugo de la gran Bretaña” (1787, 4, 26). An interesting paper 
which could pride itself on having seventy subscribers on the Western 
continent, among them “El Dr. D. Benjamin Franklin” (1788), it relayed 
information regarding the young republic through translations from French 
periodicals such as the Censeur Universel anglais, the Journal encyclopédique, 
L’esprit des journaux français et étrangers, the Journal de Physique or the Mercure de 
France. This was part of a somewhat paradoxical phenomenon, the official 
approval by an imperial power (Spain) regarding communication of details 
about a widespread anti-colonial uprising just north of its own possessions. 
The events were indeed perceived by the Spanish ministers at the time as an 
undesirable model for the American provinces of the Monarchy, but not 
unanimously as threatening the socio-political order in the Peninsula 
(García Melero; La Guardia).  
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As far as Franklin was concerned, Espíritu de los mejores diarios mentioned 
his name with the utmost reverence, and it inserted extracts both of his 
works and of the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, which 
he had founded and over which he was presiding. However, his presence 
vanished from the pages of the journal after December 1788, and his death 
more than a year later was not even acknowledged. The republic in the 
North had ceased to be an acceptable topic to the editor, “either for 
convenience or conviction” (Domínguez 7), as the accelerating events 
stemming from the convening of the Estates General in France rendered 
increasingly problematic the allusion to alternative systems of governing or 
engaging in the public sphere.  

A contemporary and rival periodical to Espíritu de los mejores diarios, the 
Correo de Madrid o de los Ciegos (1786-1791) offered a revealing illustration of 
these dynamics. On April 17, 1790, coincidently the day the elderly 
statesman died, the paper included his name on a long list of luminaries 
(among them Galileo, Descartes and Newton) in an article on natural 
science and more specifically physics. It added a note, which began: 

 
El Americano Benjamin Franklin nació en Boston in 1706. Sus 
experimentos sobre la electricidad y el rayo le han ganado tan gran 
nombre, como el haber sido uno de los famosos defensores de la libertad 
de los Estados Unidos de América. […] (1790, VII, 353, 3) 

 
Three months later, as a revision of this statement was certainly 

deemed necessary, censorship (or self censorship) showed clearly its hand in 
an article entitled “Conjeturas de M. Francklin sobre la electricidad”: the 
inventor was now introduced as “habitante de Filadelfia en la colonia 
inglesa de Pensilvania en América” (1790, VII, 380, 218), and the historical 
fact of the Independence completely erased. 

Meanwhile, across the Ocean, the Mexican polygraph José Antonio de 
Alzate was actively promoting the work of his prestigious predecessor in his 
Gacetas de literatura (1788-1795): he referred in the most hyperbolic manner 
to one whom he clearly regarded as “a model of scientific authority” 
(Hébert 28) and an inspiration, since he himself delved into journalism, 
practical science, and maintained intellectual communication on an 
international level while fostering recognition of the common people’s 
experiences and knowledge. Having noticed the near absence of Franklin’s 
writings in Spanish, he set out to translate a few of them from French 
versions (Alzate 76; Engelkirk 260-361). Given the heavy constraints put on 
the Peninsular press (and given Alzate’s own intellectual inclination), it 
should be of no surprise that Franklin’s legacy as a “physicist” was the only 
aspect considered relevant in his selection and in the “Breve elogio” he 
dedicated to him upon the news of his death in 1790 (Alzate 74-83). There, 
once again, the reality of the independence of the young US republic was 
negated, as the author introduced his subject as having been born “en 
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Pensilvania, una de las Provincias que componen el cuerpo de las Colonias” 
(74), a phrase almost identical to the one that the Correo de Madrid had 
previously used. 

Ten years later, the Gaceta de Guatemala invoked Franklin’s name. While 
a letter to the editors praised the “hombre incomparable” highly deserving 
of the “justísimo tributo de reconocimiento y gratitud que le es debido” for 
his work on electricity (1800, IV, 174, 329), another reader (“Apuntador”) 
would finally refer explicitely to one of the most important legacies of the 
“viejo Dr. Franklin”, his role as a diplomat and political thinker (1801, V, 
205, 475-476). In concrete terms, his contribution to the Treaty of Amity and 
Commerce between the King of Prussia and the United States of America (first signed 
in Passy in 1785), whose Article 23 defended the safety of merchants and 
other civilians in a context of war.  

Concerning the Gaceta’s two young editors, Alejandro Ramírez and 
Simón Bergaño, there was also an undeniable affinity between their 
involvement in the journal and Franklin’s writings. This affinity runs deeper 
than what could be measured with references and quotations. This can be 
attributed at least in part to the shared influence of the “spectator” as a 
journalistic genre which these men favoured, from Franklin’s letters as 
Silence Dogood published in his brother’s New-England Courant (1722) to 
the whimsical contributions of Ramírez and Bergaño to the Gaceta 
(Urzainqui; Martínez Luna; Poupeney Hart “Entre gaceta”). It could also 
very well be that this affinity also rests on the shared outsider perspective of 
precocious and exceptional talents making their way up from modest 
backgrounds.  

Without being nearly as illustrious as the Old Sage’s trajectory, 
Alejandro Ramírez’s own improbable journey took him from a small town 
in Castile (Alaejos, Valladolid), where he was born in 1777, to Madrid where 
he worked as an amanuensis at age thirteen –and where he soon published 
his first book– to America, a continent he would not leave before in death 
in 1821 in Cuba, while serving as a superintendant. He had helped revitalize 
the Gaceta de Guatemala (1797-1807), travelled to Baltimore and Philadelphia 
(1799-1800), before being appointed Secretary to the Captain General of 
Guatemala, a position that contributed to his assignment in 1813 as 
intendant of Puerto Rico. Bergaño’s trajectory is infinitely more obscure 
and marked by disruptions, but he may be the one who better embodies the 
character of the trickster associated with Franklin (Pancek; Poupeney Hart, 
“Parcours” 11). He is also the one who manages to verbalize his 
relationship towards Franklin’s writings, an indirect but strong one 
nonetheless. In 1805, he thus addresses the readers on what he hopes could 
be a new turn for the journal and the region:  

 
La ciencia rural, tan util como desconocida en America y en varias partes 
de Europa,[…]  yace entre nosotros aletargada […]. Por tanto yo 
procuraré darosla a conocer. Y ya que no sea capaz de presentarnos una 
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obra tan acabada como el Almanak rustico del pobre Ricardo, publicada 
periodicamente en Filadelfia por el sabio Franklin, a causa de no tener yo 
inteligencia en su idioma para aprender de èl; me esforzaré en quanto 
alcancen mis débiles talentos. (Bergaño 718) 
 

Bergaño continues explaining that “las maximas rurales de aquel gran 
hombre pasaron á proverbios entre los Anglo Americanos, segun me ha 
dicho un amigo.” It is more than probable that this “friend” would have 
been Ramírez, who introduced the last editor of the journal to a prestigious 
and inspiring model. A model whose writings, as we saw, Bergaño was 
unable to access directly due to an ignorance of the English language that 
he freely confesses. This impediment was indeed a common one even 
among members of the Central American elite, as the disproportionate 
number of translations of British and Anglo American texts from French 
versions (compared to direct ones) makes abundantly clear in the Gaceta 
(Poupeney Hart and Navarro). The only renderings from the original 
English correspond to the period immediately following Ramirez’s return 
from the Northern part of the continent in 1801. This circumstance pleads 
in favor of an authorship of the translations by Ramírez, an hypothesis that 
other elements may very well help corroborating. 

Following a common practice in the periodical press, a great majority 
of the articles written for the Gaceta were anonymous, but this was far from 
systematically the case with excerpts and quotations appearing from 
prestigious authors. At the time when “Hospitalidad de los Indios 
Mohawks” was published, the Spanish crown enjoyed a good relationship 
with both the French and American republics, so the question remains 
about what may have motivated the silencing of the original author of the 
piece. These were complex times however, and there is a good chance self-
censorship may have again played a part here. Even more than the 
American war of Independence, whose developments were reported in 
detail by the Spanish press (García Melero), the French Revolution had 
made clear that a new and dangerous political paradigm was definitively 
threatening the old order. As we have already seen, the early uneasiness 
with the American events which affected the way Franklin’s actions and 
legacy were mentioned paved the way for his absence as a reference or a 
topic in the public discourse. This was certainly not foreign to the Crown 
establishing in 1791 a cordon sanitaire aimed at protecting the public against 
the contagious revolutionary ideas from France, which resulted in the 
suppression of the Peninsular non-official newspapers. The relaxation of 
this policy and the creation of new journals in the following year did not 
create a noticeable openness in the press on this particular subject. 
Benjamin Franklin’s non-technical writings and his own figure may have 
still certainly been associated with a menace to the status quo in 
conservative sectors: as a case in point, during the trial of Juan Mariano 
Picornell, the Republican San Blas conspirator (1795), Franklin was named 
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on two occasions in a short list of political figures who “contribuyeron 
como espíritus agitadores a combatir la majestad de la monarquía” 
(Michelena 409).   

The newly founded, well-researched and well-distributed Semanario de 
agricultura (1797-1808), offers a clear illustration of the fluctuation which 
affected Franklin’s reception among the Hispanic public. Aside from a few 
references to the “famous Francklin” in 1797-1798 and a short piece on the 
use of corn for consumption in 1800, there is no significant inclusion of the 
American’s work before 1803. From that point until 1805, however, a good 
number of his writings were translated in the newspaper, including two of 
his “bagatelles”.9 It is in this context of, on the one hand, renewed 
appreciation of his knowledge, wisdom and wit, and, on the other hand, 
freedom to express this appreciation, that we should consider Bergaño’s 
recuperation of the Old Sage’s voice, even in an indirect way, while the 
editors of the Gaceta may not have felt as comfortable quoting him at an 
earlier date (1801). 

 
The Gaceta’s Translation and its Choices 

After its publication in Passy in the early months of 1784, Remarks… 
was quickly reedited in London as Two Tracts by Dr. Benjamin Franklin, which 
“proved so popular that it went through three editions before the end of 
1784” (Cohn ed.). It appeared also the same year in the July issue of the 
European Magazine and London Review and was soon available in two more 
newspapers (the New London Magazine, 1786, and The Lady’s Magazine, 1792) 
before coming out in the 1797 edition of Encyclopædia britannica, then in its 
Philadelphia version (1798)10 and eventually in a great number of 
compilations of Franklin’s writings.  

In addition to La Rochefoucauld’s original French version (1784),11 
readers of French obtained freer access to the text when it was included by 
Antoine Augustin Renouard in 1795 in a short (and mostly French) 
compilation entitled The Way to Wealth or Poor Richard Improved, the 
translation of which is generally attributed to Antoine-François Quétant. 
Remarks… appeared again three years later translated by Jean Henri Castéra 
in Vie de Benjamin Franklin écrite par lui même. As far as the Spanish language 

 
9 These are the letter from “Passy, November 10, 1779”, known as “The whistle”, 
and “The handsome and the deformed leg” (1803, XIII, 331, 332). Nine other 
Spanish translations are offered to the public, including a large extract of the 
famous “Way to Wealth or Poor Richard improved” (1803, XIII, 323, 338, 339 and 
XIV, 341, 343, 344, 346; 1804, XV, 383 and XVI, 412). 
 
10 Excerpt included in the “America” entry (561-562, and 562-563 respectively). 
 
11 Published also by Jacques-Pierre Brissot de Warville the same year in his Journal 
du Licée de Londres (II, 111, 290-311).  
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is concerned, it seems that no direct translation was published before the 
1843 anthology El hombre de bien, as the Spanish version published in 1825 
in Paris by E. Mangino, “natural de Méjico”, had derived from the French 
text. This would make the translation in the Gaceta the first one in Spanish, 
and certain elements point to an original English source.12 This fact may 
simplify the attribution of a probable authorship of the Spanish version.  

With the involvement of judge Jacobo de Villaurrutia in the 
revitalization of the Gaceta de Guatemala as a tribune for a newly founded 
Economic Society,13 translation had been a crucial facet of the paper. 
Before arriving in the Kingdom for his new position, the oidor had 
published several pieces from the French, under several pseudonyms. One 
title stands out, which, at first, strongly suggests a knowledge of the English 
language and culture: Memorias para la historia de la virtud, sacadas del diario de 
una Señora Inglesa (Alcalá, 1792), a version of the Memoirs of Sidney Bidulph, by 
Frances Elizabeth Sheridan. As it turns out that this translation was based 
on the French edition by Abbé Prévost (Martino Alba), Villaurrutia should 
then be discarded as a possible candidate for having worked on the 
Remarks... As far as we know, Ramírez, especially after the trip that took 
him to the United States, was the only member of the tight circle in charge 
of the paper who could translate Franklin’s short text. 

At the end of the title “Hospitalidad de los Indios Mohawks”, the 
article in the Gaceta includes a reference to an editorial footnote reminiscent 
of the opening remarks in the original version:  

 
[Franklin (1967)] 
Savages we call them, because their manners differ from ours, which we 
think the Perfection of Civility; they think the same of theirs. […] 
 
[Gaceta de Guatemala (1801)] 
(*) La representación de las costumbres, ideas, y modo de vida de las 
gentes que llamamos salvages, debe ser siempre sernos agradable y 
lisonjera por lo que ganamos o creemos ganar en el cotejo. […] 

 
12 Indeed, a few examples may suffice: while Franklin writes “Therefore as soon as 
they arrive within hearing, they stop […]” and the Gaceta translates “En quanto un 
forastero se acerca al aduar, en distancia de donde puede ser oido, hace alto […]”, 
La Rochefoucauld is not very far: “Aussitôt donc qu’ils en approchent à la Portée 
de la Voix, ils s'arrêtent  […]”; but Castéra is more concise: “dès que l'un d'eux 
approche d'un village, il s'arrête […]”.  Similarly, while “it usually ends with Offers 
of Service”, is rendered in the Gaceta with “concluyendo con ofertas de servicio”, 
the French versions coincide in going farther from the original: “on finit 
communément par lui offrir de lui fournir un guide et des vivres pour continuer 
son voyage.” 
 
13 With the help of his secretary Alejandro Ramírez and a few members of the 
enlightened elite, he inaugurated the third series of the journal (1797-1807). 
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The use of the word “salvage” in this note and the analogy between 

“Savages we call them” and “las gentes que llamamos salvages”–and even 
with the less litteral “we think – they think” / “ganamos o creemos ganar”– 
lead us to believe that the translator-editor had access to an integral version 
of the piece. The fact that Franklin’s preamble is absent from the European 
Magazine edition (1784), as well as from The New London (1786) and the 1797 
“America” entry of the Encyclopædia, make them unlikely sources, but there 
was a good number of other options which offered a complete version, and 
could have been consulted by the translator, among them the Works of Late 
Doctor Benjamin Franklin published in New York in 1794 (after Dublin and 
London). 

The Gaceta rendition introduces various modifications with respect to 
the original. There are no obvious reasons for some of these changes, 
which concern, for instance, the order of sentences. On the other hand, it is 
perfectly understandable that the general title would be replaced by one 
more representative of the specific topic of the excerpt (hospitality). It may 
be more puzzling why the name Mohawk would be chosen to refer to the 
community the anecdote is set in, while Canassetego was indeed a member of 
another of the six nations of the Iroquois confederation. But there is no 
denying that the association, up to this day, of the Mohawks with a warrior 
tradition made for a much more attractive title than Onondaga.  

Other modifications seem to respond to the necessity of giving more 
fluidity to the extract by suppressing elements perceived as less pertinent in 
such a short space. The narrative levels get simplified, and the narrator 
becomes directly involved in the interaction with Canassetego.14 The 
translation thus introduces an anachronism which would have become 
obvious had the American statesman been identified as the author of the 
piece, since the indigenous elder died years before Franklin’s commission at 
the Onondaga Council (Kalter 31). On the other hand, what could be 
interpreted as a preoccupation with narrative efficiency is contradicted by 
the translator’s decision to slow down the speed of the telling. He 
introduces two notations which fail to bring anything to the understanding 
of the situation, but create an “effect of reality” (Genette) designed for the 
reader’s enjoyment. 

 
[Franklin (1967)] 
“I do no doubt,” says the Indian, “that they tell you so […]” 

“[…] it is imposible their meetings should be, as they say, for any 
such purpose, or have any such effect; they are only to contrive the cheating 
of Indians in the price of Beaver.” 

 
 

14 In the original version, Canassetego’s tale, being itself in Weiser’s reported speech, 
is twice removed from the narrator (fused in the mind of the reader with Franklin). 
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[Gaceta de Guatemala (1801)]  
“No dudo yo, dijo el Indio, dando vueltas a  su pipa, que así te lo han 
contado a ti […]” 

“[…] es imposible que sus juntas sean como ellos dicen, y para lo que 
ellos cuentan no son mas (y en esto volvió a encender su pipa) que para 
concertarse en engañar a los Indios que van a vender sus pieles.” 

 
Let us note that in the Spanish text, written with the greatest care, the 

mention of the pipe frames skillfully the Onondaga elder’s tale of 
deception, which concludes Franklin’s essay.15 

Other modifications have to do with terminology, starting with the 
name of the protagonist in the anecdote, Canassetego in the original version, 
as well as in the other versions, Canasatego in the Gaceta; Mohock (in the 
original version, in its French and English editions, as well as in the 1843 
and 2004 Spanish translations) and Mohawk in the Gaceta, and the 1825 
Spanish versions. In both cases (Canasatego and Mokawk), the Gaceta’s 
choice corresponds to a more generalized, and modern, practice and 
indicates a notable independence with respect to the source and the other 
existing translations.  

This show of autonomy does not stop with these two occurrences, but 
expands to the choice of a local vocabulary (rancho, frijoles, fresadas, aguardiente 
de caña) whenever possible, as the following chart illustrates:  
 

 
15 Another example of the attention to details is the recourse to synonyms: where 
Franklin talks about “village” and his translators of “village” (1784, 1795, 1798) and 
elsewhere of “población” (1825, 1843) o “poblado” (2004), the Gaceta mentions 
“pueblo o aldea” and “aduar”; where Franklin talks about “strangers” and his 
translators of “étrangers” (1784, 1795, 1798), “extranjeros” (1825, 1843) or 
“forasteros” (2004), the Gaceta offers again more variety: “forastero”, “transeunte”, 
“pasagero”. 
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Other important translations in the central American newspaper 
presented a similar pattern. For instance, a conspicuous choice of words for 
the condition, in Barton’s memoir on goitre: “güegüechos” ‒ a local word ‒ 
instead of the Spanish term then in use, “paperas” (1801, V, 210, 501); or 
the local term “chichigua”, instead of the more general (and universally 
understood) “nodriza”, in the ancient philosopher Favorinus’ speech (1805, 
IX, 391, 625). As was suggested in another study, “this phenomenon can be 
explained by the need to reach, in the most direct way, the non-literate 
segment of the public that participated in public readings.” However, it 
seems that an interpretation of the systematic choice of local terms as being 
“part of a collective (‘Americanist’) identity claim” should not be minimized 
(Navarro and Poupeney Hart 12).  

In 1801 when “Hospitalidad” was published, the Gaceta de Guatemala 
had already an international projection, which most probably explains why 
Ramírez was elected as a member of the Philosophical Society a year after 
his departure from Philadelphia.16 It is also most probably in the stimulating 
surroundings (community of interests and values) he found in Philadelphia 
that Franklin’s text came into his knowledge, as well as the other larger 
pieces the Gaceta published around the same date.  

 
 

16 “Alexander Ramirez to John Vaughan”, March 28, 1817 (American Philosophical 
Society Archives).   
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 Conclusion  
 As extracted, translated and inserted in the Gaceta, Remarks…  was 

indeed a “bagatelle,” a trinket, albeit a sophisticated one, conveniently far 
removed from the everyday concerns of the Gaceta reader with a “real” 
native population but ideally fit to instill a small dose of cultural relativism 
and entertain the paper’s public. However, while the editorial line was 
pushing for the assimilation of the indigenous population (by promoting, 
for instance, the use of European-inspired clothing and furniture), it must 
be seen as part of a call for the recognition of the dignity of this segment of 
the population and its crucial role in maintaining the well being of the elites.  
And as the editorial note called attention to Franklin’s recourse to the Bon 
Sauvage theme, which it undirectly acknowledged,17 it could be seen also as 
an attempt to communicate with both the national and the international 
community that a more nuanced approach was certainly needed. In that 
sense the Gaceta may have made a subtle, but effective, contribution the the 
culture of Enlightenement.  

 
APPENDIX 

 
Gaceta de Guatemala, Vol. 5, 05-11-1801, n. 238 

Hospitalidad de los Indios Mohawks. (*) 
 

El modo de entrar un indio en el pueblo o aldea de otro tiene sus reglas 
establecidas. En quanto un forastero se acerca al aduar, en distancia de donde 
puede ser oído, hace alto, y da un grito de saludo parandose en aquel sitio hasta que 
se le convida a pasar adelante; por que el entrar, sin dar primero aviso, lo 
consideran como desatencion o impolítica. Por lo comun salen al recibimiento dos 
ancianos, è introducen al forastero en el aduar, acompañandole hasta un rancho, 
que siempre se mantiene vacio para hospedaje de transeuntes. Los mismos 
ancianos recorren después los ranchos de uno en uno informando a los habitantes 
que han llegado pasajeros, y que regularmente estarán cansados y hambrientos ; 
cada cual los envía lo que puede, así comestibles, como pieles para que descansen 
sobre ellas. –Ya que los forasteros han descansado, se sigue presentarles pipas y 
tabaco; y después, pero nunca antes, empieza la conversación, preguntandoles 
quienes son, á donde van, las novedades que traen &c.,  concluyendo con ofertas 
de servicio si necesitan conductores, o víveres para continuar su viage; sin exigirles 
la menor paga, o gratificación por nada de èsto. 

La misma hospitalidad que estiman ellos como la principal virtud se practica 
por los particulares que no viven en reuniones o pueblos. 

Caminando yo por entre los Indios de las seis Naciones iba conmigo Conrado, 
naturalizado con ellos, por que hablaba muy bien la lengua Mohawk; y se nos 
ofreció parar en la habitación de Canasatego, un conocido antiguo suyo, quien 
inmediatamente le abrazó, tendió por delante pieles para que los dos comiésemos, y 

 
17 “Aquí se trata de […] Indios, todavía en su puro estado de rusticidad […] se les 
pinta únicamente por uno de sus lados favorables, mezclando en él sin embargo el 
claro y obscuro de la sencillez con un tanto quanto de malicia.” (1801, V, 238, 620). 
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nos sacó frijoles, cocidos, y carne de venado para que comiesemos, con aguardiente 
de caña, y agua para que bebiesemos. Luego que hubimos tomado un corto 
refrigerio, Canasatego encendió y nos brindó su pipa, y empezó su plática con 
Conrado, preguntandole cómo lo habia pasado en tantos años que no se habian 
visto, de dónde venía entonces, y qual era el motivo de su viaje &c. De unas en 
otras se fue animando la conversacion, en la cual el anciano indio dijo lo siguiente a 
su antiguo camarada: “Conrado, yo he vivido bastante entre los blancos, y conozco 
algo de sus costumbres. He hecho varios viages á Albania, (1) y he observado que 
una vez cada siete días cierran sus tiendas, y se juntan todos en una casa grande: 
dime tú, para què es esto? Qué es lo que van a hacer allí?” – “Se juntan, respondió 
Conrado, para oir y aprender cosas buenas.” – “No dudo yo, dijo el Indio, dando 
vueltas á su pipa, que asi te lo han contado a ti: à mi me han contado lo mismo; 
pero dudo que sea verdad, y te voy á decir mis razones. No hace mucho tiempo 
que estuve en Albania á vender mis pieles, y comprar fresadas, cuchillos, 
aguardiente, polvora &c. Ya sabes tú que por lo regular ès mi parroquiano Hanson; 
pero ésta vez me sentia inclinado a probar fortuna con algunos otros mercaderes. 
Sin embargo fui primero a casa de Hanson, y le preguntè quanto me daría por mis 
pieles. Respondió que no podía pagármelas más que à seis reales; pero hoy, me dijo, 
no puedo hablar de negocios: este es el dia en que todos nos juntamos a aprender 
cosas buenas, y ahora mismo me voy a la casa grande. – Pues entonces, dije yo para 
mí, una vez que hoy no puedo hacer nada, también quiero ir a ésa casa; y eché á 
andar detrás de él. Alli estaba en un altillo un hombre venerable, vestido de negro, y 
empezó á hablar à la gente con mucho fervor. Yo me no entendí lo que decía, pero 
reparando que me miraba mucho a mí y á Hanson, imaginé que estaba enfadado de 
verme alli. Con ésto me salí a la calle, me senté á la puerta de la casa, saqué fuego, y 
encendí mi pipa, esperando que aquello se acabase. También se me figuró que el 
hombre negro había dicho algo de pieles en su plática, y me sospeché que podía ser 
éste motivo de haberse juntado a oírle. – Cuando todos salieron, me acerqué a mi 
mercader. “Pues señor Hanson, le dije, su merced habrá convenido en darme algo 
mas de los seis reales.” “– Ni tanto, me dijo; ya no pude darte más de cinco y 
medio.” Despedíme de él, y me fui con otros; pero todos se habian hecho de ojo 
para cantarme el mismo cantar, cinco y medio, cinco y medio. Esto me hizo ver 
claramente que mi sospecha era fundada; y que cuando decian que iban à oir cosas 
buenas, su verdadero motivo era consultar y convenir entre si cómo habian de 
engañar á los Indios en el precio de las pieles. – Considera un poco sobre ésto, 
Conrado, y pensarás lo mismo. Si se juntasen tan amenudo para aprender cosas 
buenas, ya mucho antes de ahora las podian haber aprendido. Pero todavia son 
ignorantes. Bien sabes tú lo que hacemos nosotros. Si viene un blanco de camino, y 
entra en una de nuestras cabañas, le tratamos lo mismo que te hemos tratado a ti; le 
secamos si llega mojado, le calentamos si trae frio; le damos de comer y beber si 
tiene hambre y sed; le tendemos pieles blandas en el suelo para que  descanse y 
duerma; y nada le pedimos en el retorno. Pero si yo llego a la casa de un blanco en 
Albania, y pido alguna cosa de comer ó beber, me preguntan: donde está tu dinero. 
Y si no lo tengo, me dicen: anda enhoramala, perro Indio. Ya ves que no han 
aprendido ni aquellas pocas cosas buenas que nosotros sabemos sin necesidad de 
juntarnos cada siete días á orlas por que nuestras madres nos las enseñaron cuando 
niños. Desengáñate, amigo, que es imposible que sus juntas sean como ellos dicen, 
y para lo que ellos cuentan no son mas (y en ésto volvió à encender su pipa) que 
para concertarse en engañar a los Indios qué van a venderles pieles.” 
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(*) La representación de las costumbres, ideas, y modo de vida de las gentes que llamamos 
salvages, debe siempre sernos agradable, y lisonjera, por lo que ganamos, ó creemos ganar en el 
cotejo. – Aquí se trata de los Indios, todavía en su puro estado de rusticidad, que habitan al 
Norte de América, colindantes con los Estados Unidos; y se les pinta unicamente por uno de sus 
lados favorables, mezclando en èl sin embargo el claro y obscuro de la sencillez con un tanto quanto 
de malicia. 

(1) Capital del Estado de Nueva York. 
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